The term community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) refers to a common lower respiratory infection diagnosed by a combination of some or all of the following: clinical signs and symptoms, an infiltrate seen on chest radiography, and abnormal laboratory values. It occurs outside of the hospital, or within 48 hours after hospital admission in a patient who has not been recently hospitalised and is not living in a long-term care facility. Pneumonia acquired in hospital or while living in an inpatient setting is referred to as "nosocomial pneumonia". The clinical symptoms and signs of CAP include cough (with or without sputum production), fever, chills, tachypnoea, tachycardia, pleuritic chest pain, dyspnoea, altered mental status, dehydration, and hemoptysis; clinical findings will include a temperature greater than 37.8°C, heart rate over 100/min, respiratory rate greater than 25/min, oxygen saturations in room air \< 90%, rhonchi or focal rales on auscultation of the lungs, decreased breath sounds, and bronchophony.^[@bib1]^

CAP is a major health problem worldwide and is associated with considerable morbidity, mortality and health care costs. However, although data are available from many prospective studies and national databases, it is difficult to determine the real clinical and economic impact of CAP for a number of reasons, the most common being that diagnostic certainty is usually only obtained in the hospital setting where (unlike the primary care setting) all diagnostic tools are readily available.

Therefore, to determine the burden of CAP affecting adults in North America and in Europe, two comprehensive literature reviews were conducted recently to examine the incidence, morbidity and mortality, aetiology, antibiotic resistance, and economic impact of the disease in these populations.^[@bib1],[@bib2]^ Both in the US and Europe, CAP is the most frequent cause of infection-related death. Its estimated incidence varies between countries and is dependent on age and gender, being higher in individuals aged ≥ 65 years and in men; therefore the incidence is expected to increase further as the average age of the population in the US and Europe increases. CAP is the fifth to ninth leading cause of death in developed countries, mainly among young children and elderly people, with mortality rates varying between 6.4% to 40% depending on the care setting (e.g. home, hospital, intensive care unit).^[@bib2]^ CAP accounts for more than \$17 billion annually in the United States.^[@bib1]^ In Europe, pneumonia costs nearly 荤10.1 billion annually, with inpatient care accounting for 荤5.7 billion, outpatient care 荤0.5 billion, drugs 荤0.2 billion and the indirect cost of lost work days amounts to 荤3.6 billion.^[@bib2]^ CAP also has considerable effects on quality of life, with the time taken for patients to return to full activity ranging from 7 to 43 days.

Both in the US and Europe, *Streptococcus pneumoniae* continues to be the most frequently identified pathogen associated with CAP. Resistance to antibiotics is seen in all pathogens associated with CAP and is similar on both continents.^[@bib1],[@bib2]^ *Strep. pneumoniae* resistance to penicillin and macrolides is increasing, but whether this correlates with increased mortality is still uncertain.^[@bib3]^ Failure of first line antibiotic therapy is one of the causes of increasing treatment costs.^[@bib3]^

The hospital admission rates for CAP vary between different studies, but on average are fairly low at about 25--30%.^[@bib1],[@bib2],[@bib4]^ Therefore, primary care clinicians have a key role in the diagnosis and management of these patients.^[@bib5]^ This key role has been absolutely reaffirmed by the study from Snijders *et al.*^[@bib6]^ published in this issue of the *PCRJ*. This interesting paper from the Netherlands is notable for the size of the study population (nearly 400,000) and the thoroughness of the research method. Between 2002 and 2009, the authors were able to study approximately 3,700 CAP episodes per year, of which 79% were managed solely in the primary care setting, showing clearly the contribution made by general practitioners (GPs) to the management of CAP.

The study from Snijders *et al.*^[@bib6]^ does have some limitations, the main one being (as declared by the authors) that the GP diagnosis of CAP was based on clinical symptoms and mostly not confirmed by the presence of infiltrate abnormalities on the chest x-ray or any laboratory findings. This highlights once again the ongoing debate regarding CAP diagnosis, and whether the GPs were seeing CAP or 'suspected CAP', a difference of not inconsiderable importance when trying to determine the real burden of the illness and the management strategies employed by national health services.

This debate is further highlighted by another study in this issue from Christensen *et al.*^[@bib7]^ Using a cross-sectional design, the authors investigated, at primary care level, the prevalence of presumed pneumonia in 2,698 patients with lower respiratory tract infection (LTRI) in two countries (Denmark and Spain) with different antibiotic prescribing rates. 47% of patients in Denmark were classified as having pneumonia, whereas in Spain this figure was 11%. In Spain, fever and a positive x-ray weighted significantly more in the diagnosis of pneumonia than in Denmark. Danish GPs, conversely, attached more importance to dyspnoea/polypnoea and CRP tests.

How accurate is an empiric diagnosis of CAP based on clinical assessment alone? A recent study of CAP diagnosis in 2,810 patients from 12 European countries shows that the majority of diagnoses of radiographic pneumonias were not suspected on clinical grounds by GPs.^[@bib8]^ In the primary care setting, and despite rigorous definitions of pneumonia which require the finding of a pulmonary infiltrate on a chest radiograph,^[@bib9]^ in patients with mild respiratory symptoms a chest radiograph will often not be ordered. This scenario is complicated further by the possibility that patients with bacterial "atypical" pneumonia can have a normal white cell count^[@bib10]^ (assuming a blood count is requested), few physical findings, and even negative chest x-rays in patients with dehydration or in the early stage of the disease.

Few population-based studies of CAP treated in the primary care setting have been undertaken. In a meta-analysis of the prognosis and outcomes of CAP, only six of the 127 studies included in the review were carried out in ambulatory cohorts with radiographic confirmation, and one of the conclusions was that future investigations should focus greater attention on studying ambulatory patients.^[@bib11]^ Despite the fact that primary care plays an important role in the management of CAP, as confirmed by Snijders *et al.*,^[@bib6]^ the potentially low diagnostic yield (20% of cases) at this level is surprising; this may be explained by the lack of availability of chest radiography so that many patients are referred to the hospital emergency department, as well as the tendency of patients to seek care directly from the hospital emergency service.^[@bib11]^

Since 1993, a considerable number of guidelines for the management of CAP have been available in developed countries.^[@bib5],[@bib9],[@bib12; @bib13; @bib14; @bib15]^ However, with one or two key exceptions,^[@bib5],[@bib12]^ these seem to be notable for their lack of relevance and friendliness to primary care. The guideline process, which first began in the US and Canada, has been implemented over time in numerous countries throughout the world, and now each geographic region or country has developed locally specific recommendations. The result is a lack of homogeneity between guidelines (e.g. are x-rays mandatory or not?) and actual contradictions (should we reserve the definition of CAP only to those LRTIs confirmed by chest x-ray, and have a diagnosis of 'suspcted CAP' for those diagnosed on clinical features alone?). It is also interesting to note that guidelines from different regions often interpret the same evidence base differently even though the bacteriology of CAP varies little from one region to another.^[@bib4]^

However, the question remains: is it necessary to review the global consensus on CAP to improve our approach in order to reduce the comprehensive burden of the disease? Snijders and colleagues^[@bib6]^ have confirmed that GPs play a crucial role in the management of this condition. Christensen *et al.*^[@bib7]^ have confirmed different diagnostic approaches in different countries. In the interim, it is good practice to maximise the numbers of patients having vaccination against flu virus and pneumococcal pneumonia.
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